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A Galois connection between subcategories of a given category dand global closure operators 
on .x2 leads to a Galois connection between subcategories of abelian groups and functorial 
topologies. In particular each functorial topology F, determines a global closure operator F, 
whose subcategory of separated objects, D(F), is the class of Hausdorff groups of FT. Given a 
subcategory g of abelian groups, one can always construct a functorial topology whose 
Hausdorff groups form the epireflective hull of 8. It is also shown that in certain concrete 
categories, the largest subcategory that induces the same closure operator as a given subcategory 
I, is the extremal-epireflective hull of 8. 
Introduction 
In 1975, Salbany [l l] introduced the concept of closure operator induced by a 
subcategory %’ of TOP. Many results and examples about such a closure operator 
can be found in [4-6,8]. In [2], we formulated the concept of g-closure for any sub- 
category @ of a concrete category (d,U) over a category X and used it to 
characterize the epimorphisms in %. 
In this paper, we use a Galois connection between subcategories of Aand global 
closure operators over d (cf. [3]), to establish some results about functorial 
topologies. 
For the terminology we refer to [lo]. 
1. Some results about closure operators 
In the first part of this section, we recall some definitions and results that can be 
also found in [3]. 
Given a category Z, throughout &? will denote a class of K-monomorphisms 
satisfying: 
(1) A? is closed under pullbacks; 
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(2) ti contains all arbitrary intersections of regular subobjects. 
For example the class of all K-monomorphisms and the class of all strong 
monomorphisms in x, both satisfy the above conditions for &‘. 
Given XE Z, A?(X) denotes the class of all @-subobjects of X, i.e., (M, m) EM(X) 
means that m : M+X belongs to a. 
Given (M, m) and (N, n) belonging to G(X), we will write (M, m) k (N, n) iff there 
exists a monomorphism t : M+ N such that nt = m. 
Definition 1.1. Let Ebe any category and let XE Z. By a closure operator over 
Z, we mean a function [ lx: A?(X) -A?(X) satisfying for every (M, m) and (N, n) 
belonging to f@(X): 
(a) (M, m) 2 KM, mf; 
(b) NM, m)lxlx= KM, m)lx; 
(c) If (N, n) 2 (M, m), then [(N, n)lxz [(M, m)lx. 
The A?-subobject (M,m) is called [ lx-closed provided that (M,m) = [(M,m)lX. 
We observe that the concept of closure operator is given only up to isomorphism, 
i.e., two closure operators [ 1;’ and [ ]f are considered to be essentially the same 
if for every (M, m) E&?(X), ([MJF, [m]F) = ([Ml;, [m]f), in other words, there ex- 
ists an isomorphism i : [Ml?+ [Ml; such that its composition with [m]f is equal to 
hf. 
Notice that we simply will write M instead of (M, m) whenever no confusion is 
likely. 
Throughout Z will be a category with equalizers and arbitrary intersections of 
regular subobjects and (d, U) will be a concrete category over Z, i.e., the functor 
U: d + LX is faithful. Moreover, all the subcategories will be assumed to be full 
and isomorphism-closed. 
Definition 1.2. Let 8 be a subcategory of &and let XE .A. For every (M, m) E a( UX) 
we define: 
[Ml< = n {equ(Uf, Ug):f,gE&‘(X, Y), YE VZ and Ufm = Ugm>, 
where (7 denotes the intersection and equ(Uf, Ug) the equalizer of Uf and Ug. 
[Ml< will be called the closure of M with respect to X. When no confusion is likely 
to arise, we simply will write [Mlw instead of [MIS. 
Definition 1.3. Let .!Z be a category with pullbacks. By CS(&), we mean a concrete 
quasicategory over K, whose objects are pairs of the form (X, [ lx), where XE K and 
[ lx is a closure operator over X and whose morphisms f: (X, [ lx)+ (Y, [ 1’) are 
those morphisms f : X+ Yin x such that f -l(M) is [ IX-closed for every [ ] ‘-clos- 
ed h;l-subobject M of Y (where f-‘(M) denotes the pullback along f of M). 
V: CS( 9F) + .Z will denote the obvious forgetful functor. 
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For the remainder of this section, we assume 9~ to be a category with pullbacks, 
equalizers and arbitrary intersections of regular subobjects and (d, U) to be con- 
crete over 9K. 
Let s”(d) denote the collection of all subcategories of d and E(d) the collection 
of all concrete functors F : 4e + CS( R). Every such a functor will also be called a 
global closure operator over d. 
We define a correspondence 
as follows: 
- If @Z E s(d), for every XE ,pP, K(g)(X) = (UX, [ I$), and given an d-morphism 
f:X+Y, K(E’)=Uf; 
_ If FEP(&), D(F)={YEAZ:~~T every (M,rn)~@(Ux), XEA andf,g:X-+Y 
such that Ufm = Ugm, we have Uf [mlF= Ug[mlF, with [mlF : [Ml;+ UX>. 
Let us order g(J) by inclusion, i.e., ‘67 I ‘?Z?’ iff % is contained in g”‘, and P(d) 
by F 5 “G iff for every (A4, m) E A?(UX), XE _$, we have [M]$k [A$. 
We observe that for two global closure operators over .A, Fand G, to be essential- 
ly the same means that for every XE._&, the corresponding closure operators over 
.?Z, [ ]gand [ ]g, are essentially the same. 
In [3] we have proved the following: 
Theorem 1.4 (Castellini and Strecker [3]). ((s(d)), <),@(A?), <*),K,D) is a 
Galois connection. 0 
Corollary 1.5. If V2 E s”(d)), DK(E?) is the largest subcategory of d containing E?, 
which induces essentially the same closure operator as 6’. 0 
Proposition 1.6. Let U : d -+ Enpreserve monosources. If FE P(d), then D(F) is 
closed under the formation of monosources. 
Proof. Let (m, : Y-+ Yi)I be a monosource in d with Y, E D(F), for every iE I. Let 
(A4, m) E A?(UX), XE d and let A g : X+ Y be such that Ufm = Ugm. Then 
U(m;f)m = UmiUfm = UmiUgm = U(m,g)m, for every ie I. Since yi E D(F), we 
get UmiUf [ml, = U(mif)[mlF = U(mig)[m]F = Um;Ug[m],, for every ie I, which 
implies Uf [mlF = Ug[m], because (Umi)l is a monosource. Thus YE D(F). 0 
For the next result we assume that (&‘, U) = (X, 1 K). 
Proposition 1.7. Let X have a zero-object 0, let FE F(X) and let Z, = { YE X: 
0 = [O];). Then D(F) is contained in Z,. 
Proof. First, we notice that (O,O,) E&?(Y) for every YE K, since (O,O,) = 
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equ(lr, Or), where Or is the zeromorphism in X(Y, Y). Consider the diagram 
OY lY 
0-y-y 
OY 
t d 
V 
l&IF 
101; 
If YE D(F), then l,Or = OrOr implies [O,], = 1 y [Or], = Or [Or], = 0, where b is 
the zeromorphism in E([O]F, Y). Clearly, the unique morphism t satisfies O,t= 
0 = ]O,lF, which, together with [OYIFd= Or gives [OylFdt = [OYIF, which implies that 
t is an isomorphism, since [OrIF is a monomorphism and t is an epimorphism and 
a section. 0 
2. Applications to functorial topologies 
Theorem 2.1. Let K and D be as in the Galois connection defined in the previous 
section and let J = Ebe one of the following categories: AB, ATG, GR and TG, 
with U the identity functor. For every subcategory g of LX’, DK(@) = P(g) (where 
P(g) denotes the extremal-epireflective hull of 6’). 
Proof. From Proposition 1.6, DK(kT) is extremal-epireflective in K and since it 
contains %, it contains P(g) (cf. [9, Proposition 1.21). Now, let XEDK(‘?~), then 
from Proposition 1.7, we get 0 = [O]$, so 0 = equ(f,g), f,g : X-t Y, YE P(g) (cf. 
[2, Proposition 1.61). Let us consider the morphism (f,g) : X+ Yx Y. Since 
ker((J g)) = ker(f) tl ker(g) = 0, (J; g> is a monomorphism. Thus, XE P(g), since 
P(g) is closed under monosources. 0 
Proposition 2.2. Zf L%= AB and FEF(AB), then D(F) = {XE AB: 0 = [O];}. 
Proof. From Proposition 1.7, we get that if YED(F), then 0 = [O]:. Now, let Y be 
such that 0 = [O]; and let us consider the diagram 
m f 
M-X: Y 
I/;’ 
8 
1mlF 
l”IF 
with fm =gm. If we set f-g = h, then we get hm = 0. We want to show that 
f [mlF =g[mlF, i.e., equivalently h[m], =O. 
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Let us consider the following diagram: 
M-X-Y 
m h 
It is a pullback, because both squares are. Since 0 = [O]; and F is a functor, we get 
that h-‘(O)= [h-‘(O)]; and m-‘(h-‘(O))= [rn-‘(h-‘(O))]?. Since hm=O, the 
diagram 
0 
M’O 
commutes. So, there exists a unique t : M+m-‘(h-‘(O)) such that 6,t = l,, which 
implies that & is an isomorphism, because it is a monomorphism and a retraction. 
From the definition of closure operator and the fact that the monomorphism 
ti = HZ(&)’ satisfies &r2 = m, we get that there exists a monomorphism d such 
that the diagram 
[Ml: d ____+ W’(O)l:: 
i 
M ril ’ h-‘(O) 
commutes. 
Now, hb, = 0, implies h[m], = h[&],d= h&id = 0. Thus YED(F). q 
Proposition 2.3. Let @? be epireflective in AB and let (M, m) be a subobject of 
XEAB. M= [Ml% iff M= ker(f) for some feAB(X, Y), YE E?. 
Proof. ‘=)‘. If M= [Ml<, then Mz. equ(h, k) = ker(h - k), with h -k : X+ Y, 
YE g (cf. [2, Proposition 1.61). 
‘=‘. IfM=ker(f),f:X+Y, YEE?, thenM=equ(f,O). Thus, M-[MIS. 0 
Remark 2.4. For every epireflective subcategory 8 of AB, we define 
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Fiber(g) = {FEI’(AB): D(F) = K?}. 
Since, for every F~Fiber(Q), we have F <*KD(F)=K(g), we have that K(g) is 
the largest element in Fiber(g) (we call such an element maximal). 
Proposition 2.5. FcE(AB) is maximal iff for every subobject (M,m) of XEAB 
such that M= [MIF, it follows that X/m(M) E D(F). 
Proof. ‘ =, ‘. For every subobject M of XEAB such that M= [M IF, we have 
M- ker(f), f: X-t Y, YED(F) (cf. Proposition 2.3), so X/m(M)- f(X), which 
is a subgroup of Y. From Proposition 1.6, X/m(M) E D(F). 
‘ = ‘. We want to show that [MIF = [Ml,(,), for every subobject (M, m) of X E AB. 
F I *KD(F) implies [Ml,1 [M],DCpl = [MID(F). Now, X4ml~Wl~) E D(F) by 
hypothesis, so [MIE = ker(q), q : X-X/[m],([M],) and from Proposition 2.3, we 
get ]]MIFID(F) = [MIF. Hence Mk [MIF implies [A41DCF)_ [[&&lDCF.) = [MIF. 
Thus, [Ml, = P-%,~F~. q 
We now provide some applications of the previous results to functorial topologies 
on AB, i.e., to functors F: AB+ATG such that UF= lAB. 
Let S(AB) denote the collection of all subcategories of AB closed under the for- 
mation of finite products and subgroups and F(AB) the collection of all functorial 
topologies on AB. 
Boyer and Mader in [l] defined a correspondence 
S(AB) 
GO 
k F(AB) 
DC) 
as follows: 
- For FEF(AB), D,(F)= {XEAB: F(X) is discrete}; 
- For ‘8 E S(AB), GO(~) : AB + ATG is defined by G,(%)(X) = (X, rV), where ssJis 
the linear functorial topology which has a base of open subgroups, all kernels of 
homomorphisms with X as domain and with codomain in E?. In [I], it is shown that 
this yields a bijective correspondence between discrete classes and minimal func- 
torial topologies and also a bijective correspondence between ideal discrete classes 
and linear ideal functorial topologies. 
Let us order g(AB) by inclusion and F(AB) by F I ‘F’ iff the topology of F(X) 
is finer than or equal to the one of F’(X), for every XEAB. 
If in the above correspondence, we replace S(AB) by g(AB) and GO by K,, where 
K,(g)(X) = (X, TC), with rV denoting the linear topology which has as linear sub- 
base of open sets all kernels of homomorphisms into g”, then we get the following: 
Theorem 2.6. ((g(AB), <), (F(AB), 5 ‘), K,, DO) is a Galois connection. 
Proof. Let @Z 5 g’ and let XEAB. If XE g, then K,,(g)(X) and K,,(‘?T’)(X) are 
both discrete. If X6 Q and if U is an element of the linear subbase of KO(%)(X), 
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then U= ker( F), f : X+ D, DE 53. Since Q is contained in %‘, DE +3 ‘ and so CT is 
an element of the linear subbase of F&(%‘)(X). So F&(@?‘)(X) has a finer 
topology than K,(VZ)(X); i.e., Ke(%“) I ‘K,(g). 
Now, if F I’F’, for every XEAB, the topology of F(X) is finer than or equal 
to the one of F’(X). Thus, if F’(X) is discrete, F(X) is too, i.e., D,(F’) I D,(F). 
This shows that K, and DO are order reversing functions. 
Now, let ‘?? ES”(AB) and XE g. Clearly, K,(X) is discrete, so XeDO(KO(g)), 
i.e., @? I D,(K,J%)). 
Let FEF(AB) and let XE AB. If U belongs to a linear subbase of KO(DO(F))(X), 
then U= ker(f), f : X-tD, DED~(F). Since F is a functor and F(D) is discrete, U 
is open in F(X), hence, F(X) has a finer topology than GO(DO(F))(X), i.e., 
F I ‘K,(D,(F))(X). This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 2.7. For each functorial topology F,EF(AB), the associated closure 
operator determines a functor FEF(AB) such that D(F) consists of the underlying 
groups of the Hausdorff groups in F, (cf. Proposition 2.2). This defines a function 
H: F(AB)+F(AB). Since D(F) is epireflective in AB (cf. Proposition 1.6), we get 
that the underlying groups of the Hausdorff groups of a functorial topology, always 
form an epireflective subcategory of AB. 
Proposition 2.8. Let K, and H be as in Proposition 2.6 and Remark 2.1. Then, if 
% E g(AB), we have H(K,(%‘)) = K(g); i.e., H(K,(E?)) is maximal. 
Proof. Let (A4,m) be a subobject of XEAB. [M]H(K,(VI) is isomorphic to the in- 
tersection of all closed subgroups in K,(g)(X) containing m(M), and from [7, 
p. 34, Exercise 81, it is the intersection of all open subgroups in K,(%)(X) contain- 
ing m(M), since KO(g)(X) has a linear topology. Thus, [M]H(Ko(g.)) is isomorphic 
to the intersection of all kernels of homomorphisms from X with codomain in @Y, 
which contain m(M). This is exactly how [Ml,,,, is defined, since in AB kernels of 
homomorphisms and equalizers agree. Hence H(K,(E?)) is maximal. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Given a subcategory gof AB, we can construct a functorial topology 
FEF(AB) in which the underlying groups of the T,-groups in F is the epireflective 
hull of @Z (which we denote by Epi(%)). 
Proof. This follows from Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.8 and Remark 2.7. 0 
Proposition 2.10. The discrete topology and the Priifer topology induce the same 
maximal global closure operator F over AB. 
Proof. Since, in the discrete and the Priifer topology all subgroups are closed (cf. 
[7, p. 31]), they both induce the same global closure operator Fover AB. From Pro- 
position 2.8, F is maximal. 0 
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Proposition 2.11. The finite-index and the Z-adic topology induce essentially the 
same maximal global closure operator G over AB. 
Proof. Let G, and G2 be the functors in p(AB) induced by the finite-index and the 
Z-adic topology, respectively. First, we observe that D(GJ =D(G,) = {Xe AB: 
nnX=Oforn=l,2,3 , . ..} (cf. Remark 2.7 and [7, pp. 30-311). From Proposition 
2.8, G, and G, are both maximal. So, G2 is essentially the same as KD(G,) and G, 
is essentially the same as KD(Gi). Since KD(Gi) =KD(G2), we get that G, is essen- 
tially the same as G,. 0 
From Proposition 2.8, we also get the following: 
Proposition 2.12. The global closure operator H over AB induced by the p-adic 
topology is maximal. 0 
Proposition 2.13. There exist global closure operators over AB that are not 
maximal. 
Proof. Let us consider the epireflective subcategory TF of AB consisting of all tor- 
sion free abelian groups. 
For every subobject (M, m) of XE AB, we define [(M, m>lF = n.fi ‘(fi(mW))), 
with fj : X-t Y;, Y, E TF, i E I. 
It is a fairly easy task to show that [ IF is a closure operator over X. 
Now, we are going to show that if to every XEAB we associate the object 
(X, [ I,“> E CS(AB), we get a functor FE p(AB). 
We need to check that given f : X-+ Y, F(f) = f is actually a morphism in CS(AB). 
The cases X, YE TF and XE TF, Y$ TF are clear, since every subobject of a TF-object 
is F-closed. The case Xg TF, YE TF comes from the definition of F-closure. If neither 
Xnor Y belong to TF, then N= [N]Fimplies N= g-‘(M), with g : Y+ Z and Msub- 
object of ZETF. So, f -l(N)= f -‘(g-‘(M))= (gf)-‘(IV), i.e., f -‘(IV)= [f -l(N)],. 
Thus FeI’(AB). 
We observe, now, that F is not maximal, because TF does not satisfy Proposition 
2.5. As a matter of fact, the group of integers Z belongs to TF and the only TF- 
closed subgroups of Z are 0 and Z. However, every subgroup of Z is F-closed. 
Finally, if XED(F), then 0 = [O],; i.e., either XETF (which is what we want) or 
there exists f : X-, Y, YE TF such that 0 = f ‘(iv) > f-‘(O). Hence f is a 
monomorphism and so XETF, because TF is closed under subgroups. 
Since, clearly, TF is contained in D(F), we get TF=D(F). 0 
From [l; 7, Section 71 and the above corollary, we get the following: 
Examples 2.14. (a) If B=Finite Groups, then 
Epi(g)={XEAB:nnX=O,n=1,2,3 ,... }. 
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(b) If g=Bounded Groups, then 
Epi(g)= {XeAB:n,X=O, n= 1,2,3 ,... }. 
(c) If %? = Bounded p-Groups, then 
Epi(FZ) = {XEAB: X contains no element different from 0 of 
infinite p-height}. 
(d) If @ = All groups which satisfy the minimum condition, then 
Epi(KT) = AB. 
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